
Hello my name is Adeep and today I’ll tell you about my life through this global                
pandemic.Even before school closed my family was staying at home as much as we could. After                
school closed we haven’t gone outside for the last six weeks, in that time I’ve tried not to get                   
bored but it’s really hard. I feel trapped not being able to go outside. Our family made a cloth                   
mask even though we have not gone to the store for the last six weeks. It’s really been a                   
strange experience. 

We’ve been watching a lot of T.V. during this time of crisis. We watch news everyday                
staying up quite late for NBC Nightly news. Also, my family is bored, so they started watching                 
Hindi and Nepali movies every day. My sister has been watching her i-pad a lot and I am also                   
watching my i-pad a lot because there’s nothing else to do.The only good thing is my dad is                  
working from home and we get more time to spend with him. 

The Coronavirus (Covid-19) has caused a lot of death in this world which causes me to                
be really sad. I am really sorry for anybody who has lost a family member or friend to Covid-19.                   
Also, I am sorry for anyone who can’t be with their family in these times of crisis. I know                   
everybody wished this never happened but we will get past this obstacle and our lives will return                 
to normal sooner than you expect. I hope that a vaccine get’s created really soon so that we                  
don’t have to experience any more death. 

I’ve also really been missing sports such as basketball, tennis, and swimming.            
Basketball is my favorite sport. Almost all my friends play it. Last year, our team got into the                  
semi-finals and then lost. Swimming is another sport I do. I’m on a team called the stingrays we                  
have been unbeatable. I also play tennis with my dad who has been teaching me how to play. I                   
really miss sports and my friends.  
 In conclusion this pandemic really affected me and other peoples' lives a lot. It’s making               
people feel trapped and stay home constantly. It also makes people watch a lot of T.V and                 
electronics which is affecting their eyes. It also makes sports boring not being able to play with                 
anyone else.I hope this pandemic ends soon.  

 
 


